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Abstract. This paper presents a detailed analysis of conductance and 
atomic structure in metal nanowires under tensile stress. We calculate the 
variation of conductance with the crossection of the constriction between 
two reservoirs, that is represented by three-dimensional circularly symmet
ric potentials. The absence of several observed features in the calculated 
conductance variations, in particular sudden jumps, suggests that the dis
continuous rearrangements of atoms under stretch dominate the electron 
transport. To analyze the variations of atomic structure, we performed 
simulations based on the state of the art molecular dynamics simulations 
and revealed novel structural transformations. It is found that yielding and 
fracture mechanisms depend on the geometry, size, atomic arrangement 
and temperature. The elongation under uniaxial stress is realized by con
secutive quasi elastic and yielding stages; the neck develops mainly by the 
implementation of a layer with a smaller crossection at certain stages of 
elongation. This causes to an abrupt decrease of the tensile force. Owing to 
the excessive strain at the neck, the original structure and atomic registry 
are modified; atoms show tendency to rearrange in closed-packed struc
tures. In certain circumstances, a bundle of atomic chains or single atomic 
chain forms as a result of transition from the hallow site to the top site 
registry shortly before the break. The origin of the observed "giant" yield 
strength is explained by using results of present simulations and ab initio 
calculations of total energy and Young's modulus for an infinite atomic 
chain. 
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1. Introduction 

The optical, electronic and mechanical properties of condensed systems 
with nanometer dimensions can be rather different from those of the bulk. 
The effects of reduced size and dimensionality, in particular properties lead
ing to novel devices have been subject matter of several research works 
in the last decade[l]. By pulling the tip of a scanning tunneling micro
scope (STM) after the nanoindentation[2-6] or by bending a mechanically 
controllable break junction[7], long metal wires with diameters in the range 
of few Ap have been produced. As the crossection of the wire is reduced by 
stretching it continuously, the two terminal conductance G is measured. The 
measured conductance showed irregular and sudden changes with stretch 
s; the detailed behavior of which was not only sample specific, but also 
was varying in different scans of the same experiment. The abrupt falls of 
G( s) became generally sharper and closer to the integer multiples of quan
tum conductance (GO = 2e2 / h per two spin) with decreasing crossection 
prior to the break of the neck. This has been taken as a manifestation of 
the quantization of conductance in atomic size wires ( or connective necks). 
In contrast to various quantization arguments[5,6], some authors related 
abrupt variation of G( s) to the irregular and discontinuous changes of the 
crossection of the wire A( s) in the course of stretch[8-11]. Presently, these 
predictions were strengthened by the experimental results[12,13] that have 
been obtained by using a combination of STM and AFM ( atomic force 
microscope). These experiments have shown that any sudden change in 
conductance is accompanied by an abrupt modification of atomic structure 
and hence the crossection of the neck. The yield strength uy measured 
shortly before the break has been found much higher than that of the bulk. 

The narrowest diameter of the nanowire prior to tlie break is only a 
few angstrom; it has the length scale Ap, where discontinuous ( discrete) 
nature of the metal dominates over its continuum description. For exam
ple, in this length scale, the level spacings of electrons (0.1 - leV) become 
easily resolved even at room temperature, and any change of atomic struc
ture may lead to detectable changes in the related properties. For example 
the ballistic electron transport through nanowire is expected to be closely 
related with the atomic structure at the narrowest part of the connective 
neck. It becomes now clear that the mechanical properties, in particular 
the yielding mechanisms of the nanowires are quite different from those of 
bulk material. 
We believe that the subject of dispute about the quantization of conduc
tance emerges from the diverse criteria; this will be clarified in the present 
work by the analysis of ballistic transport in a nanoindentation and in an 
atomic size connective neck that is pulled between two electrodes. In this 
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paper, we investigate the ballistic electron transport on the idealized wires 
which have circularly symmetric potential but short necks as in the exper
iment. Since the calculated variation of G with the radius does not exhibit 
sharp step structure, we seek the origin of the abrupt jumps in the struc
tural changes of the wire during stretch. To this end, we carry out state 
of the art Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies which indicate a clear con
nection between the strain induced atomic rearrangement and conductance 
variations. We found novel atomic processes and atomic rearrangements 
induced by the applied stress. By using these results we provide a consis
tent interpretation for various structures of G observed in the course of 
stretch. W hile the step falls ( or jumps) of G( s) are associated with the sud
den changes in the crossection, the spikes on the plateaus may be due to 
transient motion (migration) of atoms in the narrowest region of the neck 
or resonant tunneling through the constriction. The positive slope observed 
on the last plateau of Pt and Al wires[7] is due to increasing local density 
of states p(r, EF) at the neck which undergoes a structural transformation 
under extreme strain. 

2. Conductance in the Nanowire 

How the conductance of a mesoscopic object depends on its size and di
mensionality has always been attractive, as well as intriguing subject for 
researchers. As early as 1957, Landauer[14] proposed that the conduction 
in a solid is a scattering event, and that transport is the consequence of the 
incident current flux. Based on the counting arguments of the transmission 
T, and reflection R, he derived his famous formula for the conductance 
G = (2e2 / h )(T / R). Almost three decades ago Sharvin[15] pointed out the 
resistance of a ballistic channel ( or point contact) and developed a for
malism in the semiclassical regime. Nowadays, almost defect-free electronic 
devices have been fabricated, which have dimensions, in one or more di
rections, on the quantum scale. The two terminal conductance of such a 
quasi ID device ( or constriction) fabricated from the high mobility GaAs
Ah-x GaxAs heterojunction[16,17] (which have width w in the range of 
Fermi wavelength >.F, and length d smaller than the electron mean free 
path) were found to change with w approximately in steps of 2e2 / h. This 
observation has been interpreted as the quantization of the ballistic conduc
tance. It became clear from subsequent studies[9,18,19] that the motion of 
electrons in the constriction is transversally quantized if d "' >.F, and then 
its level spacings become in the range of a few Kelvin, if w is in the range 
of >.F. A n-fold degenerate current-carrying state becomes conducting and 
hence G increases by 2e2n/ h whenever its energy coincides with EF; this 
situation is denoted as the opening of an-fold channel. The variation of G 
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with w displays sharp steps of integer multiples of 2e2 / h, and flat plateaus 
form between two consecutive steps provided that the potential in the con
striction is uniform, temperature and bias voltage are low, and tunneling 
contribution is negligible. Otherwise, conduction channels mix significantly, 
the opening of channels are delayed, sharp step structure is smeared out 
and step heights are lowered[9]. 
The atomic size point contact was produced first by the STM: By displac
ing the tip towards the sample surface, the conductance were measured in 
a wide range covering tunneling and ballistic regimes. The experimental 
logG versus tip displacement either exhibits a linear variation and then 
saturation at the first plateau before a jump, or it ends the linear variation 
directly by a jump[2]. 
Theoretical studies[8,20,21] showed that the two terminal conductance at 
the single atom contact shall be in the range of 2e2 / h. Furthermore, it has 
been shown that the observed jumps of conductance originate from the dis
continuous and abrupt change of crossection of the contact[8-10]. 
Better controls of dimensions[4-6] has led to a renewed interest in the trans
port through the connective necks produced by STM. The principle issue 
is to what extent the observed structures in the conductance versus stretch 
curve G( s ), comply with the quantization of ballistic conductance. It is 
expected that the atomic structure of the neck is rather irregular and the 
potential is non uniform. The narrowest part of the neck, which determines 
conductance, is rather short. In those circumstances, the sharp quantization 
with marginal channel mixing should not occur. Of course the transversal 
motion of electrons in the neck is quantized with significant level spacing; 
the effect of this quantization is reflected to the transport. We strengthen 
our arguments by performing calculations of conductance for uniform con
strictions, where the channel mixing shall be insignificant. We will show 
that the features of G( s) or G( A) for these idealized wires are rather dif
ferent from the observed behavior. 

3. Ballistic Free Electron Model 

The nanowire which is connected to the left (L) and right (R) reservoirs 
( or metal electrodes) by a neck is viewed as a constriction represented 
by a 3D confining potential V(r). A free electron of the L-reservoir with 
wave function W i, enters in the constriction with a finite momentum in 
the z-direction and evolves into current-carrying states[9]. These current
carrying states, either propagate to the R-reservoir or are occasionally scat
tered, and eventually reach the R-reservoir. The current-carrying states in
side the constriction are determined by using multiple boundary matching 
method, and the conductance is calculated by evaluating the current oper-
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the constriction connected to the left (L) and right 
(R) reservoirs, which is used to model the electron transport through a nanowire. (a) The 
infinite wall cylindrical potential with abrupt ( continuous line) and trumpet-like ( dotted 
line) connections to the reservoirs. (b) Schematic description of the parabolic potential 
in the (xz)-plane 

ator. As a simplest approximation, the infinite wall cylindrical potential is 
used for V(r): 

V(r) 

V(r) 

0 for (x 2 
+ y2 ) 1 12 < R(z) 

oo otherwise 
(1) 

Here R(z) is the radius of the constriction which depends on the z coordi
nate. 
Our self-consistent field (SCF) pseudopotential calculations for infinite Al 
and Na atomic wires with optimized nearest neighbor distance, suggest that 
the parabolic potential form in the transversal direction is better suited for 
V(r). The self-consistent pseudopotential is parameterized as follows: 

V(r) = �m(z; d) + a(z; d)(x
2 
+ y

2
) (2) 

Here d is the length of the constriction ( or neck), and �m is the sad
dle point potential, which occurs for finite constriction. The two differ
ent approximations for the constriction potential are described in Fig.I. 
We note that these potentials with circular symmetry are very idealized de
scription of the realistic potential inside the constriction. Because of circular 
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Figure 2. Conductance G versus crossection A for a constriction with an infinite wall 
cylindrical potential and abrupt connections to reservoirs. Continuous line is for the 
infinite and uniform neck; dotted line is the quantum Sharvin regime with d - 0. Uniform 
and finite neck having d - )..F corresponds to dash-dotted line. The discontinuous change 
of A during stretch give rise to sharp steps as schematically described by dashed lines. 
The curves are up-shifted for clarity. 

symmetry, one can obtain analytical solutions for the wave functions in the 
transversal (xy)-plane. For example, in the parabolic confinement given 
by Eq.2, the wave functions can be separable in the transversal (xy)-plane 
and in the longitudinal z-direction, and the transversal ones become 2D 
harmonic oscillator wave functions. 
By using the above forms of the potentials with the abrupt or trumpet-like 
connections to the reservoirs, we calculate the variation of the conductance 
as a function of the crossection. By comparing the calculated curves G(A) 
with the conductance versus stretch curves obtained experimentally, we 
aim to draw conclusions on the quantization of ballistic conductance in 
nanowires or connective necks. Figure 2 illustrates our results for G ver
sus crossection A for the infinite wall cylindrical potential with uniform 
radius R that is connected abruptly to the reservoirs. The dotted curve 
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corresponds to Sharvin's conductance of a contact with d rv 0 .  Owing to 
d <{::'. >.F, the quantization is not completed and step structure is smeared 
out by tunneling. On the other hand, as d -t oo, the current carrying states 
have the same quantization at every point along the constriction. Tunneling 
and mixing of channels do not take place and hence, the variations of G 
with A displays sharp step structure. Here, any quantized state that coin
cides with the Fermi level opens a conduction channel and contributes to 
the ballistic conductance by 2ne2 

/ h; n being the degeneracy of the state. In 
an intermediate situation, i. e d rv >.F, the effect of quantization of transver
sal state in the neck becomes apparent in the G(A) curve; but neither the 
steps are sharp nor the the plateaus are flat. Calculations by using uni
form parabolic potential with abrupt connections to L- and R-reservoirs 
and with d = >.F/2 and d = >.F, lead to essentially the same conclusions. 

Next we consider a constriction potential which has abrupt connection 
from one end and trumpet-like connection from the other end. Such a po
tential may correspond to the nanoindentation of an STM tip into a flat 
metal surface. The crossection and the length of the contact can be calcu
lated as a function of the displacement of the tip towards the surface by 
using continuum contact mechanics or simply by assuming incompressible 
material in the nanoindentation. Figure 3 shows variation of G with the 
crossection A and with the push s for different cone angles 2a. We note that 
the contact made by a tip having relatively larger cone angle, has shorter 
length d and hence relatively weaker step structure. 
Two important approximations are made for the above calculations: 
i) Within the continuum approximation, we assumed that the crossection 
of the neck varies continuously. This may be a reasonable approximation 
for a metal wire which has large diameter (2R � >.F). However, as we show 
in the next section, the crossection of an atomic size wire changes discon
tinuously. 
ii) The potentials we used in calculating G are too idealized and have cir
cular symmetry. The simulation of stretch in the next section show that 
the crossection of the wire is not circular, and its surface is rather rough. 

The constrictions we studied above have weak features in the G(A) 
curves that are different from the experimental curves. If the structure of 
experimental G(A) or G(s) is attributed to the quantized conductance the 
conditions of the above constrictions would be even more suitable for per
fect quantization. Apparently, the earlier interpretation of the experimental 
results have to be revised. In what follows, we show that the discontinuous 
rearrangement of atoms and structural transformations are essential for a 
better understanding of the observed G( s) curves. 
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Figure 3. ( a) G versus A for a contact formed by an STM tip indenting the substrate sur
face. (b) same curves plotted as a function of the displacement s of the tip towards sample. 
Dash-dotted, dotted and continuous curves correspond to the cone angles 2a = 120 °, 90 ° 

and 60 °, respectively. 

4. MD-Simulations 

4.1. DESCRIPTION OF MD-SIMULATIONS 

In this section, we study yielding and fracture mechanisms of nanowires 
that are pulled by an external agent. To understand the origin of these 
mechanisms and abrupt force variations[12,13), we perform an extensive 
analysis of atomic structure in the course of pulling. In particular, we fol
low the motion of the neck atoms and examine their coordination numbers 
and the structure of atomic layers during the abrupt force variations. We 
use embedded atom (EA) potential[22-24), and carry out simulations based 
on the MD method for the Cu nanowires made from (001) and (111) atomic 
planes[25). Recently, the MD simulation is proven to be powerful method to 
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Figure 4. Schematic description of the Cu nanowires. The layers labeled by N, M and 
n are described in the text. The number of atoms in each layer and their 2D structure 
before pulling are indicated. The x- and y-axis lie in the atomic [(001) or (111)] planes. 
The z axis coincides with the axis of the wire; the tensile force F z is applied along the 
z-axis. EA stands for the embedded atom potential. 

reveal the atomic rearrangement under tensile stress[3,5,25- 27]. The wires 
we studied have two ends that are connected by a neck, and have quasi
circular crossections. Their structures are summarized in Fig.4. Last three 
layers at both ends (N1, N2, N3 and N4, N5, N6) are robust: All the atoms in 
these layers are translated solidly along the stretch direction only by the in
crement !:ll; otherwise they are kept fixed during the MD-steps. These fixed 
three layers are assumed to be connected to the external agent that applies 
the tensile stress. Atoms in the following three layers adjacent to the fixed 
ones (M1,M2,M3 and M4,Ms,M6) and those of the neck (nl, n2, n3 . . .  ) 
are fully relaxed during the MD-steps. The nanowire indicated by W Nl 
is formed from Cu(OOl) atomic layers. The wire itself is represented by a 
periodically repeating system in the ( xy )-plane. The z-axis is taken to be 
parallel to the axis of the nanowire. W N2 is made from Cu(lll) atomic 
planes, and it is investigated at T = 300K and T = 150K. The pulling 
(stretch) is realized by displacing the fixed layers ( N 's) solidly along the 
z-direction by the increment of length !:ll (0.1.A.). After each increment, 
the atoms of the wires (M's and n's) are relaxed to find their new po
sitions. Simulations are performed with time steps of O.lps Between two 
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Figure 5. (a) The variation of the force F r(nN) with the strain or elongation along the 
z-axis applied by pulling the end layers of Cu (WNI) by mt:.l at T = 300K. (b) The side 
views of the nanowire showing the atomic positions at some relevant stretch values m. 

subsequent stretches of b..l the nanowire is relaxed for 2500ps. The tensile 
force F z ( which is the attractive force between the fixed top three layers 
and the rest of the wire) is obtained after averaging over the last 800fs, so 
that the force fluctuations are minimized. 

4.2. MD RESULTS FOR Cu(OOl) NANOWIRE 

In this section we examine the elongation and various physical events dur
ing the stretch of the nanowire, W N 1 at T = 3001(. The initial atomic 
configuration of the nanowire is described in Fig.4. The interlayer distance 
between the bulk Cu( 001) layers is c ,.._, 1.8.A ( approximately half of the 
lattice parameter, i.e ,.._, a/2). Initially, the layers of the wire have A-B-A-B 
sequence; the atoms of the B-layer face the hallow sites (the center of square 
unit cell) of the adjacent A-layers. We specify this stacking as the H-site 
registry. In Fig.5, we illustrate the variation of F z as a function of stretch 
mb..l, ( m, being an integer multiples of increment) and the side views of the 
structure at the neck region. The F z( m) curve displays small fluctuations 
and also abrupt jumps. The magnitude of the average force increases with 
increasing m between two consecutive jumps. This is the "quasi" elastic 
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stage[ l3] . Our results clearly indicate that a new abrupt jump of Fz (m)  
occurs whenever approximately rv 18  - 20 increments are made in an elas
tic stage following the previous jump. Stated differently, the tensile force 
makes a sudden jump and decreases significantly whenever the length l of 
the nanowire is elongated by approximately interlayer distance, c. The jump 
of F z (  m)  starts as the atomic structure of the neck becomes disordered; it 
lasts until a new layer with relatively smaller crossection is generated. This 
is the yielding stage.  The formation of neck layers at fairly regular intervals 
was predicted earlier[5]. The overall behavior of Fz (m) is in agreement with 
the experimental results[3, 12, 1 3] .  We now examine these in detail. 
At the last increment before the first jump in F z (  m) ( m rv 19 ), the layer 
structure in the neck is destroyed, and becomes disordered; however it is 
recovered after a few increments, at m rv 24, with the creation of a new 
layer (see Fig. 5 ). At the end of this transformation, the crossection of the 
neck is reduced from 8 atoms to 5 atoms; whereas the crossection of neck 
layers adjacent to end layers ( n l  and n5)  is not altered. The local reduction 
of the crossection due to stretching causes I F  z l  to reduce, and hence the in
terlayer spacings between M3 and nl ( and similar spacing at the other end) 
to decrease. The layer structure of the neck is conserved until m '.:::'. 33. Be
yond that point each increment of stretch by b..l  causes one atom from the 
central layer to migrate and stay in the adjacent interlayer spacing which 
already became wide open due to pulling from m = 25 to m =33. This way 
a new "layer" with two atoms is formed. As a result, the crossection of the 
connective neck is further reduced with three central layers formed by 5,2,3 
atoms, respectively. Owing to the repulsive force induced between the new 
layer and adjacent ones, I F  z l  decreases abruptly. The asymmetric distribu
tion of atoms in the neck layers may be due to a dynamical effect and due to 
stretch of the wire from one end, as well . However, in the steps from m=35 
to m=38, the asymmetry is lifted by a peculiar, transient event which may 
be relevant for transport properties : One of the two atoms in the neck layer 
created at m = 35, jumps back to the layer it emerges. During the follow
ing increments, the single atom neck is strengthen by the inclusion of one 
atom from another layer so that the necking becomes uniform by the layers 
including 4,2,4 atoms. Due to this exchange of atom, the conductance is 
expected to get a transient dip provided that its duration is long enough. 
In fact, such a dip has been observed[5]. The two-atom neck becomes stable 
until the break; but the atoms rotate in the (xy) -plane and they become 
slightly inclined in the z-direction . Such a fluctuation in configuration may 
give rise to changes in the conductance. It is also seen that the narrowest 
crossection of the neck prior to the break can have two atoms. 
The above results point to the fact that the structural transformations fol
lowed by the abrupt change of F z result in necking. An additional layer is 
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Figure 6. The top view of three layers at the neck showing atomic positions and their 
relative registry at three different levels of stretch . (a) Before the first yielding at m = 1 5  
for layers n 2 ,  n 3  and n4,  with their atomic positions indicated by + , •  and 0 ,  respectively. 
(b) corresponds to m = 38 ,  just after the second yielding,  the structure keeps its registry; 
while ( c) corresponds to m = 46, starting the formation of bundle structure. The position 
of atoms in the third ,  fourth and fifth layers are indicated by + , •  and 0, respectively. 

formed and the narrowest crossection decreases usually by more than one 
a.tom. In addition to these abrupt changes, we find another mechanism in 
necking that gives rise to relatively smaller and also slower changes in the 
crossection. This is a single a.tom process, in which individual a.toms mi
grate from central layer towards the end layers. The tendency to minimize 
the surface area and hence to reduce surface energy is the ma.in driving 
force for this type of necking. 

Next we examine atomic rearrangements and structural changes in ev
ery atomic layer, which become gradually non-planar under tensile stress. 
The arrangements of a.toms in the layers a.re shown in Fig.6 .  In our study 
we have found that upto m = 12, the Cu(OOl) structure in the neck layers 
exhibits very small and random deformation ( with atomic displacements 
less than 10% and with no preferable direction), especially those a.toms 
a.way from the boundary. As shown in Fig.6-(a.) ,  the original stacking and 
registry are kept with least deformation. Beyond a certain stretch, the neck 
a.toms start to built up a structure which deviates from the A-B-A-B stack
ing sequence of the ideal Cu(OOl) planes.This deformation starts earlier in 
the layers n2, n3 and n4 at m = 15. Here we note its two aspects: First, 
the intera.tomic distances have slightly increased, especially those of central 
layers. Second, the 2D square lattice changes and then looks like a hexag
onal lattice. U pan further elongation of the na.nowire, the rest of the neck 
undergoes the same deformation. The tendency towards a 2D hexagonal
like lattice is mediated by the reduced interlayer interaction as a result of 
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stretch; the atoms try to take relatively low energy configuration in the 
quasi independent layer behavior. As soon as a new neck layer is formed 
(at m "' 24), the original features, especially the registry of the Cu(OOl) 
layers are recovered at both ends of the neck (nl,n2 and n5 ,n6 layers). 
These layers (being close to the relatively more stable M3 and M4 layers) 
are forced to return to the original structure. Whereas it is impossible to 
recover original A-B-A-B sequence of the Cu(OOl) planes and to match the 
new layer to the adjacent ones, the incommensurability and deviation from 
the bulk ordering continues until a new layer is formed. In the present case 
a new "layer" made of two atoms at the neck is formed at m "'  33 -35, but 
they do not have enough extension to be considered as a real atomic layer. 
An interesting situation owing to the reduced interlayer interaction and 
excessive tensile strain appears in the last stage of stretch: The H-site reg
istry disappears eventually shortly before the break and hence the atoms of 
the adjacent neck layers tend to face the top (T)-sites. This way they are 
aligned to form atomic chains as shown in Fig.6 .  As a result, the crystal-like 
structure and original registry at the neck is replaced by a bundle of atomic 
chains. In some circumstances, a single atomic chain can form rather than 
the bundle. Earlier, ab initio calculations confirm that the T-site registry 
is only a local minimum occurring at relatively larger interlayer separation 
for the Al(lll) and Al(OOl) slabs[28] . However, for some materials oriented 
in certain atomic planes, the break can take place before such a transition. 
The transition from the H-site registry to the T-site registry leading to 
a bundle of chain structure is interesting not only for the point of view of 
structural modification, but also for novel properties[27,30] (such as "giant" 
yield strength[12,13] and positive slope of conductance variations[7] ). 

4. 3 .  MD-RESULTS FOR Cu(lll) NANOWIRE 

Except for some minor changes, the stretch of nanowire made from Cu( 111) 
layers ( as specified by W N2 in Fig.4) has overall features of the yielding 
mechanism at T = 300K , which are similar to the above Cu(OOl) orienta
tion. In Fig. 7, we show the force variation with stretch. The force curve 
depicts consecutive elastic and yielding stages. The elastic stages prior to 
the first and second structural transformation are rather linear with strain . 
This is not so in the third stage before the break, where either the structure 
becomes disordered or changes the registry from the H- to T-site. In fact, 
after few stretch steps, the magnitude of Fz drops suddenly due to onset of 
disorder without formation of a new layer. During the last stage of stretch, 
the strain is almost accommodated by the layers at the central part of the 
neck. The 2D hexagonal-like structure is quite robust for the layers adjacent 
or close to the end layers M3 and M4 • Here the A-B-C stacking sequence 
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Figure 7. The variation of the tensile force F z with the stretch along the z-axis for 
Cu(OO I )  nanowire (W N2) at T = 300K.  

and the H-site registry are forced by these end layers. In the central part 
of the neck, the distortion of the 2D hexagonal lattice structure becomes 
severe and the A-B-C sequence disappears, but the H-site registry is kept 
after the yielding stage. However, the atomic chains form as a result of the 
transition to the T-site registry in the last stage of stretch. 

If the same Cu(lll) wire is stretched at low temperature (T = 150K), 
it exhibits features, some of which are dramatically different from those 
at room temperature. For example, the same wire undergoes five yielding 
stages resulting in an elongation of 9 . 5.A ;  whereas at room temperature, it 
had only three yielding steps with 6.A elongation. Apparently, while the 
necking is faster and sharper and hence, it is more trumpet-like at room 
temperature, the neck is longer at low temperature. We explain this with 
faster atomic motion towards the ends of the wire at room temperature. 
Another feature which does not exist at room temperature is a new type of 
structural transformation. The F z(  m) curve and some relevant side views 
of the wire in Fig.8 distinguish different types of yielding mechanisms. The 
first and second yielding stages are similar to the previous cases in which 
the structure undergoes layer-disordered-layer transformations during the 
generation of a new layer. At m = 15 a well-defined layer structure becomes 
broader and slightly disordered, and a new layer forms at m = 16. This 
yielding stage occurs more abruptly with least necking; the size of the layers 
decreases by 2- 3 atoms. Similar process repeats at m = 3 5, and creates a 
new layer at m = 3 6. Again, in this process most of the layers are affected 
and reduced by two atoms with no significant necking effect. The hexagonal 
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Figure 8. ( a) Variation of the tensile Force F z with the stretch for the Cu{ l l l ) nanowire 
(W N2) at T = 1 50K.  We mark the yielding stages by arrows. (b) The side views of the 
structure at some relevant stretch steps m.  
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Figure 9. Atomic positions of adjacent layers at the neck center in the (xy)-plane for 
some relevant stretch steps described in Fig.8. The atoms of the adjacent layers indicated 
by n 's are shown by + and O ,  respectively. The atoms situated in the space above these 
layers are circled. 

rings a.nd A-B- C stacking sequence of the Cu(lll) planes a.re robust nea.r 
the end layers (M3 a.nd M4). At the centra.l la.yers hexa.gona.l rings persist, 
but the A-B- C stacking sequence a.nd its cha.ra.cteristic registry between 
a.dja.cent layers are destroyed. The shape of the layers in the (xy ) -pla.ne 
is distorted. For m > 39, a.n intermediate situation occurs within elastic 
stages : Hexa.gona.l rings change into penta.gona.l ones; the latter becomes 
staggered to the rings in the a.dja.cent layers. Moreover, one layer a.t a. 
time ( starting from the centra.l la.yer) ejects a. single a.tom to the interlayer 
space. This wa.y a. column ( or cha.in) of a.toms is formed a.long the a.xis 
of the neck. The projection of this cha.in in the ( xy ) -plane is almost a. 
single point nea.r the centers of penta.gona.l rings a.s shown in Fig.9. Out of 
five yielding stages, the la.st three ha.ve this feature. At prolonged stretch 
( m > 75), the number of a.toms in the neck layers a.re reduced a.nd the layer 
structure becomes more distorted; staggered pentagonal rings change into 
tria.ngula.r ones a.gain with staggered orientation. A few steps before break 
( 8 4  < m < 9 4), a. single atomic cha.in forms eventually. We understand tha.t 
a.t low temperatures, the mobility of a.toms a.re not suitable for massive 
changes, so the neck ca.n a.ccommoda.te the applied strain by these new 
intermediate structures which require least atomic rea.rra.ngement. 

5. Mechanical properties of nanowires 

To reveal physical phenomena. underlying the "giant" Young 's modulus ob
served in thin wires shortly before the break we carried out ab initio ca.lcu
la.tions by using SCF pseudopotentia.l method within local density a.pproxi
ma.tion. The effective force constant keJ f ,  tha.t is defined a.s the mecha.nica.l 
force per elongation ca.n be estimated from the slope of the curve Fz (m). For 
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a contact , the effective force constant is given by kef f  = R7E/( l - v)2 ( see 
Ref. 1 2  and 29) .  Here R, 'Y ,  E and v are respectively contact radius , a factor 
describing the exact distribution of stress ,  Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio . From F z versus displacement curves measured by the combined STM 
and AFM , Agrai"t et al. [ 12] obtained keJ J  = 240N/m and R rv 3nm. Using 
the above contact expression of k,,1 f ,  they estimated E rv 66 - 44 G Pa 
which is consistent with the macroscopic value of the Young's modulus 
of Au . On the other hand , Stalder and Diirig[ 13] found that the intrinsic 
yield strength of a neck with R rv 1 nm ( corresponding to a crossection 
A "' 300.A.2 ) between the Au( l l l )  sample and Au tip is 8 GPa, which 
is one order of magnitude larger than the macroscopic value . This value 
approached to 20GPa shortly before the break .  The discussions in the pre
vious section point to the fact that in the last steps of the stretch , where 
the neck is reduced to 1 - 3 atoms ,  either the bundle of atomic chains 
or single atomic chain is formed . This structure of the neck is rather dif
ferent from the original structure derived from the atomic arrangement 
of the macroscopic bulk and is expected to lead dramatic changes in the 
mechanical properties . For example , the observed "giant" yield strength 
may originate from the unusual changes in the structure . By definition , the 
yield strength ay is the stress ,  a = F z/ A at the yield point where the 
linear relation between stress and strain starts to break . Since ay = EEy 
( Ey being the strain at the yield point ) ,  the observed "giant" yield strength 
may be due to high strain value and/or high Young's modulus attained by 
atomic chain .  As a matter of fact , owing to the transition from the H-site 
registry to the T-site registry, a neck can attain large values [28 ,30] for Ey . 
Moreover , ab initio calculations that we discuss below demonstrate that E 
also increases in the neck consisting of atomic chain.  Of course, the yield 
strength and Young 's modulus are definitions , which are developed within 
the continuum description of matter .  By adopting some of the variables 
(such as the crossection A) in these definitions we attempt to calculate E 
in the quantum limit . 
The Young 's modulus of an atomic chain can be expressed by E = kb/A, 
where k is the force constant and b is the interatomic distance . Apparently, 
the size and dimensionality of the chain go beyond the limits of continuum 
description , and the estimation of k requires ab initio quantum mechanical 
calculations . To this end ,  we carry out total energy calculations by using 
SCF pseudopotential method in momentum representation . Accordingly, 
we take into account the infinite Al-chain whereby we can use periodic 
boundary condition and pseudopotentials which converge easily for a sim
ple metal .  For example , by using the kinetic energy cut-off J k + G J  < 7 .5Ry ,  
one can achieve accurate representation of the wave function and band en
ergies . As pointed earlier [28 ,30] , a short Al-chain can form in an Al-neck . 
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Moreover , the mechanical properties _of a short Al-chain can be revealed 
from those of infinite chain. We use non-local and norm-conserving pseu
dopotentials[31] with Wigner exchange-correlation potential . We treat the 
lD infinite atomic chain in a 3D supercell geometry in which the inter
chain distance is taken 7. 5.A. The minimum total energy is obtained for 
b = 2.403.A. The force constant k is obtained from the variation of total 
energy relative to interatomic distance b ,  i.e k = - 82 Er(b)/ab2 , and is 
found 164N /m. There are ambiguities in the definition of crossection; here 
we used two schemes which yield similar values : i) A = 0.3811" A} which is 
the crossection necessary to open a ballistic conduction channel within free 
electron and infinite wall cylindrical potential approximation. ii ) A = 11" R2; 
here R is the radius at the value of calculated SCF potential , which is equal 
to EF, For Al , we find A =  15.38.A. 2 at T = 3001( from the first scheme, and 
A "'  14.0A.2 from the second scheme. Eventually, we calculate the Young's 
modulus of Al-chain, E "' 260 GPa which is approximately four times 
larger than the bulk value. This implies that the mechanical properties of 
metal chain or bundle structure is different from those of bulk values, as 
well as from those of the neck or metal wires having large crossection, such 
as A "' 300.A. 2 as in the experiment[13]. The raise of E upon bundle or 
chain formation may have dominant contribution to the observed "giant" 
yield strength. 

6 .  Discussion 

Our calculations of the conductance for the idealized and circularly sym
metric constriction fail to explain the experimental results. In view of this 
we investigated the effect of the atomic rearrangements induced by the 
tensile force. Our analysis based on the state of the art molecular dynam
ics simulations using the embedded atom potential show that the yielding 
and fracture mechanisms of a nanowire under uniaxial tensile force depend 
on atomic structure and temperature, and also on the pulling conditions. 
There are , however , features which are common to all nanowires under uni
axial strain. The important aspects of the present study are summarized: 
1 .  Deformation ( or elongation) in two different stages , that occur consecu
tively and repeat until fracture, are common to all nanowires treated in this 
study. In the first stage, the stored strain energy and average tensile force 
increase with increasing stretch , while the layer s tructure persists. Exclud
ing the :fluctuations (possibly due to displacement and relocation of atoms 
within the same layer or atom exchange between adjacent layers) , the vari
ation of F z ( m) is approximately linear. This stage was identified as elastic. 
Once the elongation of the nanowire reaches the interlayer separation at 
the end of the elastic stage, the structure becomes disordered; but after a 
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few increments of stretch, it is recovered with the formation of a new layer. 
In this yielding stage, I F  z I decreases abruptly; the crossection of narrowest 
neck layers that determines the conductance, in particular the crossection 
of the layer formed at the end of yielding stage are reduced abruptly by 
a few atoms. When the neck becomes very narrow (having 3-4 atoms) the 
yielding is realized, however, by an atom jumping from one of the adjacent 
layers to interlayer space. On the other hand, it may occur through slips or 
the motion of dislocations when the wire is much wider. At low tempera
ture, the yielding takes place in relatively shorter time-interval within one 
or two stretch steps . Owing to the limited mobility of atoms at low temper
ature, the character of elastic stage changes if the neck is long enough. In 

this situation, each layer ejects one atom to the adjacent interlayer space as 
it widens with the applied strain. The layers at the neck are made from the 
pentagon rings which become staggered in different layers . The interlayer 
atoms make a chain passing through the center of pentagon rings. In this 
new phase, the elastic and yielding stages are intermixed and elongation 
which is more than one interlayer distance can be accommodated. 
2. In the initial steps of stretch, the layered structure and ordered 2D 
atomic arrangement within the layers are maintained. Upon increased uni
axial strain (increased m), the layers become wider and rougher due to the 
atoms departing from the atomic plane, the 2D lattice is distorted, and 
interatomic distances start to deviate from the bulk equilibrium value. In 

the elastic stage, one can still distinguish layer structure and some kind of 
order in the atomic arrangement within a layer. In particular, the hallow
site registry between layers are maintained if the layers contain enough 
number of atoms. The ordered atomic arrangement becomes disordered at 
low temperature towards the end of stretch . 
3. The elastic and following yielding stages are reminiscent of the stick
slip motion. In the course of stretch, elastic and yielding stages repeat; 
the surface of the nanowire roughens and deviates strongly from circular 
symmetry. The narrowest part, which is only a layer thick, is connected 
to horn-like ends. Our results of atomic simulations point to the fact that 
neither adiabatic evolution of discrete electronic states, nor circular symme
try induced degeneracy can occur in the neck . Consequently any quantized 
sharp structure shall be smeared out by channel mixing and tunneling[9] . 
On the other hand, owing to the sudden reduction of crossection by a few 
atoms, some states contributiong to current carrying states are eliminated 
suddenly. This leads to sudden drop of G with stretch as described by 
dashed line in Fig3-b. 
4. In addition to the stick-slip behavior under strain, atoms also migrate 
in a much slower process . The migration process speeds up with increasing 
temperature and its effect on necking becomes significant when a thin neck 
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has a canonical connection to the ends. Also a transient and permanent 
exchange of atoms between adjacent layers can take place. This may lead 
to transient dips on spikes in the G( s) curve. 
5 .  If the interlayer interaction is reduced as a result of extensive strain 
the 2D atomic structure (square-like lattice) is transformed into hexago
nal rings. At prolonged stretch, just before the the break, the crossection 
of layers at the central part of the neck is reduced to 2 - 3 atoms. In this 
case, the H-site registry may change to the T-site registry. This leads to the 
formation of bundle of atomic chains or single atomic chain. We consider 
this a dramatic change in the atomic structure of the wire and may have 
important implications. The positive slope of G( s) curve at the last plateau 
of Al can be explained by the chain formation[30 ]. 
6 .  Our ab initio calculations of Young 's modulus on the ID metal chains 
indicate that the neck having chain structure may have yield strength much 
higher than the bulk value. This is in good agreement with experimental 
results[3,12,13 ], and also implies that the elastic properties of an atomic 
size neck deviate from those of the bulk defined in the continuum limit. 

In conclusion, the simulations of atomic structure in nanowires under 
tensile stress indicate novel mechanisms of plastic deformation and elonga
tion. When the restoring effect of the initial structure is weakened under 
the applied uniaxial force, the atomic arrangement deviate from the global 
minimum and can be stabilized in a different local minimum. The corre
sponding configuration exhibits a non-crystalline, short-range order and 
interesting mechanical and transport properties induced thereform. 
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